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Credit FAQ:

How Europe's Initiative To Stimulate
Infrastructure Project Bond Financing Could
Affect Ratings
Over the next decade, the European Commission (EC) estimates that funding needs for infrastructure development

in the EU--covering transport, energy, and information and communication networks--could total between €1.5

trillion and €2.0 trillion by 2020. With many governments implementing austerity packages, the EC also

acknowledges that the capital markets will play an important role in securing this financing. However, investors'

appetite for project finance debt all but disappeared in Europe in the recent financial crisis, and has yet to recover.

Any lingering appetite for project debt is being further drained by the deteriorating credit quality of monoline

insurers, which have in the past provided credit support for project-related capital market financings, especially in

Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA). The project finance banking market has also contracted as banks

either restrict their lending activities or refocus on more profitable sectors.

To stimulate a resurgence in project financing, the EC is proposing to provide support through the EU and

European Investment Bank via its Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative. The initiative aims to attract financing for

major infrastructure projects by enhancing the credit rating of the senior debt of project finance companies. Earlier

this year, the EC issued a consultation paper on the program (see footnote), inviting comments on its proposals by

early May. The consultation paper poses a number of questions covering:

• The overall feasibility of the initiative;

• The likelihood of its credit support mechanisms attracting private investors;

• The effect of credit support on project funding costs and loan maturities; and

• The credit ratings that investors might require to invest in initiative-supported projects and the level of credit

support necessary to achieve such ratings.

In this FAQ, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services answers investors' frequently asked questions on the EC initiative

and how we rate project finance transactions.

Frequently Asked Questions

How does the EC plan to support infrastructure project financings in Europe through its 2020 Project

Bond Initiative?

The initiative proposes to attract private sector financing of individual infrastructure projects by providing credit

support to the most senior tranche of debt. If implemented as described in the consultation paper, the initiative

would provide this credit support either by guaranteeing the debt service payments of such bonds, or by the EU

taking a subordinated position in the project. As we understand the initiative, the guarantee structure would be

available during project construction--a phase in the project's life where market perception is that bond financing is

not necessarily best suited.
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The initiative proposes a form of contractual subordination in support of senior project debt, as a means

to provide credit enhancement to achieve higher project debt ratings. Does Standard & Poor's have a

preference for a particular type of support?

The initiative proposes two alternative methods of support by the EU through the European Investment Bank (EIB;

AAA/Stable/A-1+): First, a debt service guarantee possibly in the form of a contingent credit line provided by the EIB

to support debt service. Second, the provision of a subordinated loan from the EIB at the start of the project as a

permanent part of the project's capital structure.

We do not, as a matter of policy, express any preference regarding different structuring proposals or the initiative's

proposals. Our analysis looks at the credit strengths and weaknesses of a project financing as a whole, based on the

project's business rationale, the amount of risk transferred to third parties, and the terms of its financing.

Could the initiative's proposed debt service guarantee method for credit support from the EIB enhance

the rating on a project?

In our view, subject to the terms of the particular instrument, an EIB debt service guarantee could provide liquidity

support to a project transaction. All other things being equal, a limited debt service guarantee could possibly result

in an enhancement of a senior debt rating on a project, to the extent that the guarantee meets unexpected increased

costs (such as lifecycle costs) or shortfalls in revenue. Due to the often-aggressive financial risk profiles of project

financings, we think such liquidity support could prevent a default from occurring. However, for projects with more

significant long-term viability issues, this support may only stave off default for a short time. As a result, the support

provided by a debt guarantee may, or may not, be sufficient to raise the debt rating to a higher level. If the debt

service guarantee was not restricted in its availability, we might view such long-term viability issues as being fully

mitigated. Even so, the amount of time that the guarantee would likely delay any default would still matter in our

perception of how much it could enhance the rating on the senior debt, if at all.

How does Standard & Poor's rate project finance debt?

We rate project finance debt issues according to our project finance criteria (see "Updated Project Finance Summary

Debt Rating Criteria," published Sept. 18, 2007, on RatingsDirect on the Global Credit Portal). In common with

other areas of our analysis, project finance ratings are current opinions of the creditworthiness of the project obligor

with respect to a specific class of financial obligation or a specific financial program.

Unlike our approach for rating corporate issuers, we do not assign an issuer credit rating to a project finance

transaction. This reflects the terms and features of the various debt tranches issued by the project obligor, which

may result in different default expectations. The issue rating on a project focuses on the risks of construction and

operation of the project, the project's long-term competitive position, its legal characteristics, and its financial

performance. The issue rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold a financial obligation in as much as

it does not comment as to market price or suitability for a particular investor.

Our project finance ratings address default risk and do not include any material consideration of the potential

recoveries following a payment default on the rated issue.

How does the sovereign rating of the country where a project is located affect that project's issue ratings?

Have there been any project rating downgrades as a result of a rating change on an EU sovereign?

Under our criteria, a nonsovereign entity (such as a project) can be rated as high as the sovereign's transfer and

convertibility (T&C) assessment if the project's stress-tested operating and financial characteristics support the

higher rating. (For details of our T&C assessments, see "Sovereign Ratings And Country T&C Assessments,"
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published May 12, 2011

To date, we have not downgraded the rating on any EMEA project as a result of a sovereign rating action affecting

the country where the project is located. That said, this is primarily because we do not have relevant project ratings

in any jurisdictions facing severe economic stress, such as the Republic of Portugal (BBB-/Negative/A-3), or political

unrest such as in the Kingdom of Bahrain (BBB/Watch Neg/A-3). Nevertheless, if a sovereign's creditworthiness

deteriorated to a level that required a downgrade, project ratings located in that country could be affected. The

Portuguese government, for example, previously promoted an extensive project financing program, particularly in

the toll roads sector. None of these projects are currently rated by us; if they had been, their ratings would likely be

constrained by the sovereign rating on Portugal.

Of course, in cases where the sovereign or a counterparty owned by the sovereign is the direct or indirect offtaker to

the project contract (so that project revenues are directly dependent on the sovereign's or counterparty's ability to

pay for project offtake), then the link of the project rating to the sovereign rating may act as a formal cap on the

debt rating of the project.

How might the austerity programs being implemented by many sovereigns subsovereigns affect the credit

quality of projects located in such regimes?

In our view, the effectiveness of a project's relationship with its public sector counterparty in, for example, an

"availability-based" project (that is, where a portion of project revenues is based on the availability, rather than the

actual use, of the project) is crucial to the ongoing success of the project. Where the relationship between project and

public sector counterparty is difficult, enters dispute resolution, or breaks down, we find it often has a material

adverse effect on the project's credit quality.

In the case of the availability-based toll road project Autovia de la Mancha, S.A. (BB+[SPUR]/Negative), the project

company that holds the highway concession reports ongoing arrears of shadow toll payments from its public sector

counterparty, the Spanish region of Castile-La Mancha (not rated). Our analysis of project cash flows suggests that

the reported payment delays by Castile-La Mancha have created a liquidity issue at the project level (see "Spanish

Autovia de la Mancha Underlying Debt Rating Lowered to 'BB+' Due to Continuing Toll Arrears," published July

8, 2010). Similarly, in the case of the U.K. hospital project financing Consort Healthcare (Birmingham) Funding

PLC (BBB-/Negative) we observe that the relationship with the relevant U.K. public sector counterparty has

deteriorated to such a degree that we believe the project's future credit quality could be weakened (see "Consort

Healthcare (Birmingham) Funding 'BBB-' Ratings Removed From Watch Neg On Agreement With Trust,"

published March 24, 2011).

Does Standard & Poor's criteria set fixed financial ratios, covenants, security packages, or similar

requirements for a project to achieve an investment-grade rating?

No. There are no prescribed construction mitigation packages, operating arrangements, contractual frameworks,

covenants, or financial profiles that act as a prerequisite for a particular rating. We analyze project financings on a

case-by-case basis and evaluate any financing package on its individual characteristics within the framework of our

project finance criteria.

How important is a project's business risk profile in determining a rating outcome? Can adequate credit

enhancement mitigate a weak business risk profile?

The foundation of our analysis of any project financing is the project's business risk profile or rationale, due to the

fact that projects are typically single-asset transactions lacking the business diversification benefits of most corporate
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entities. We note that credit enhancement or transaction structuring can be used to mitigate certain risks. However,

without a strong project rationale, we are of the view that these measures will only likely delay the time to default

rather than strengthen a project with a weak business rationale.

In essence, while credit enhancements to a project's financial structure may support a higher project debt rating,

credit enhancement in and of itself might not be sufficient to enhance the credit quality of a weak project. However,

depending on the nature of the project and how it's structured, there may be other means to improve the project's

overall credit quality.

Is construction risk necessarily a barrier to obtaining an investment-grade rating?

No. Construction risk is one of a number of risks that we analyze when forming our view of a project's

creditworthiness. The other risks are technology and operations, contractual foundation, competitive market

exposure, legal structure, counterparty exposure, and financial strength.

In EMEA, the majority of project finance ratings assigned at financial close have been investment grade. Of those,

most were assigned to projects that featured construction risk to varying degrees. Indeed, the construction risk for

some of these projects has been material in terms of the length of the construction period (the up-to-nine-year

construction program for Aspire Defence Finance PLC [BBB+/Stable], for instance), construction contractor credit

weakness and lack of experience in the sector (as in Peterborough [Progress Health] PLC; [BBB-/Positive]), or

technical complexity (as in Capital Hospitals [Issuer] PLC [BBB-/Stable] for the £1.1 billion development of the

Royal London and St Bartholomew's Hospital projects. )

Does additional subordinated debt (and possibly a less financially aggressive structure) mean that the

rating on a project would be higher?

Infrastructure projects are often financed by cash invested by the project's owners (equity) and lenders (debt). The

debt component of a project's financing is often a mix of senior debt (having first claim on a project's cash flow

after paying operational costs and expenses) and subordinated debt. A project's debt financing is often sourced in

various types of bank loans and by bonds sold to investors in the capital markets.

The rating on a project takes into account the project documentation and transaction structure, its business

rationale, and how its characteristics match up against each other and our criteria. Additional subordinated debt,

and subsequently less financially aggressive senior indebtedness, may therefore provide room for a higher project

senior debt rating. However, because of the individual nature of project financings, and consistent with our position

that there are no fixed financial ratios, covenants, security packages or other terms that are crucial to a particular

rating result, each project is evaluated case-by-case.

Regardless of its financial structure, a project's overall rationale may not be strong enough to support a higher

rating level. Equally, the project may be exposed to specific risks such as regulation, contract length, or even

refinancing, which may be the principal factor driving credit quality.

Key to the analysis of subordinated debt, in our view, is to evaluate its characteristics in determining whether it is

truly "supportive" of senior debt--that is to say, in what circumstances will the debt be there to absorb project

losses. We also evaluate the identity of the subordinated debtholder and weigh the incentives, if any, of that

subordinated debtholder remain within the project, or challenge the intercreditor arrangements in the time of project

stress.
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How do Standard & Poor's rating criteria weigh the role of the controlling creditor in a multi-lender

project financing?

Under our criteria, a project's intercreditor arrangements--what they are, who controls them, and what powers they

confer--are important elements of project finance analysis. We consider the establishment of effective intercreditor

arrangements to be an important factor in managing project cash flow and preventing a change in the project's

credit quality.

Under the monoline-insured capital markets model, the monoline that insures senior debt service invariably acts as

the controlling creditor under the intercreditor arrangements. By doing so, it allows the smooth running of a

transaction as it alone signs approvals, grants waivers, and generally attends to the administration of such matters

from the debt's perspective. In the absence of a controlling creditor--in other words, in situations where a vote of the

creditors is required to take action--a project (particularly a distressed project) may find itself in additional

difficulties, even reaching an impasse with the inability to move forward, unless such decision-making can be

facilitated.

How does Standard & Poor's view refinancing risk in project finance?

Because a project's revenues are largely fixed, refinancing risk--the risk that existing project debt with a bullet

maturity cannot be repaid from a new borrowing or other refinancing because the terms of such new borrowing or

refinancing are uneconomical--can be material. As we note in "Summary of Standard & Poor's Criteria

Methodology for Refinancing Risk In PPP/PFI Projects," published Oct. 28, 2009, a project with no refinancing risk

is more likely, all other things being equal, to have a stronger credit profile than one exposed to refinancing. In a

limited life concession typical of project finance transactions, there is an additional time pressure to undertaking the

refinancing. In addition, we believe the success or otherwise of a refinancing will be subject to variables such as

market risk and interest rate risk, which are not likely to be within the control of the project.

Standard & Poor's has recently rated various 'P3' projects in Canada, assigning them 'A' ratings--the

category being targeted by the EC in its Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative. What factors contribute to

those 'A' category ratings, given that the debt of many EMEA projects is rated 'BBB'?

In Canada, public private partnerships (P3s) such as the government communications project Plenary Properties

LTAP LP (A/Stable) benefit from a strong rationale, a highly rated government offtaker, robust lifecycle costing, and

strong resilience to sensitivities on key operating variables. Although these projects are aggressively geared (Plenary

Properties has gearing of 89% debt to11% equity, which is consistent with that seen in many EMEA projects), the

amortization profiles are typically less aggressive in being smoothed over the project's life and not back-ended. The

key difference to EMEA projects, in our opinion, is that the Canadian P3 projects generally benefit from a relatively

benign risk allocation framework and feature more highly rated counterparties in both the construction and

operations phases. They also feature higher levels of third-party support during these phases through liquid security,

counterparty guarantees, performance bonds, and insurance packages.

Note

Further details on the Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative and Stakeholder Consultation Paper can be found at

http://ec.europa.eu//economy_finance/consultation/index_en.htm
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